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Editor’s Intro
I hope you and your families are keeping safe and well.
. Relaxed restrictions enabled the September Evening and
Midweek Lunchtime Meetings to go ahead.
For a couple of weeks the fuel shortage has had a dramatic
affect on travelling. Ironically the sales of EVs have risen
dramatically.
A varied mix of articles in this month’s Newsletter, including
a unique September Evening Talk by rally and racing ace
Rosemary Smith, brilliantly organised by Michael Hipperson,
arranging for Rosemary to fly over from Dublin for her
presentation. Unfortunately, due to Halstead Football Clubroom
repairs, our usually Wednesday reservation wasn’t available,
with no other choice the evening was brought forward to
Tuesday, despite the Club’s best efforts, a few members didn’t
receive notification of the change of date, which was
disappointing. To cover the full extent of Rosemary’s talk, the
review will be published in monthly instalments.
Other articles include Bob Chaplin’s feature on the late
Jimmy Greaves MBE, Rally Driver Extraordinaire with an Essex
motoring connection., Bob’s other article - a day at Highlands
Park Motorfest. This month’s “Guess the Car” feature is quite
rare, but not too difficult for pre-war car buffs. Roger Martin has
traversed Northern England in his MGA.
My “Future Copy” file is practically empty again, so your
articles for December’s Newsletter will be most welcome.
Stay Safe

Chris Sharman

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Coronavirus (COVID-19)
In line with the Government's lockdown easements. The
CVCVC has commence monthly Midweek Lunchtime
meetings and Evening events. Members will be informed
through the CVCVC Newsletter and Parish Notices if there
are changes to the Government regulations.
Oct 21 Club Evening AGM – Gt Maplestead Village Hall –
7.00pm Thursday - Buffet followed by AGM.
Oct 24 POSTPONED CVCVC Autumn Scatter Run – Saints &
Sinners. Further details on page 2.
Oct 26 Committee Meeting – 7.30pm Tuesday.
Oct 28 Midweek Midday Meet Up – Kings Head, Pebmarsh
CO9 2NH (Provisional).
Nov 17 Wednesday Club Evening – 8pm. Motoring Quiz –
Hosts – Bob & Janice Chaplin - Halstead Football Club.
Nov 25 Midweek Midday Meet Up – Thatcher’s Arms, Mount
Bures CO8 5AT. Stuart Black needs to inform the pub first
week in November if you are going – kindly contact Stuart
on
Dec 9 Christmas Lunch – The Cricketers Fordham CO3 9TG
Further details on enclosed flyer.
Dec 15 Club Evening – Wednesday 8pm. Noggin & Natter
Halstead Football Club.

New CVCVC Website
Eagle eyed members may have noticed the original CVCVC
website has remained unaltered since 2020, this is due to the
website hosting database effectively turning the site off! With no
notice!
A new CVCVC website has been developed by Bob
Chaplin and is due to go live by the end of the first week of
October, it has taken a lot of effort to retrieve the domain name
from the previous webhosting company but hopefully this has
now been achieved. Due to David Singers increasing workload
with his Mobile Lunch Company Bob has taken over as
webmaster, David will continue as the Parish Notices editor.
The new website will be further developed and extended over
the next few months. The original domain will access the new
website, so if you have it in your favourites, it will open. The
events page will detail CVCVC events and other local and
national events that club members may be interested in.
Bob Chaplin

Club Information
The CVCVC is open to all enthusiasts with an interest in
vintage and classic cars and motorcycles
The CVCVC Committee
Chairman
John Goodman
Treasurer
Martin Brown
Secretary
Geoff Broad
Membership Sec.
Roger Martin
Newsletter Editor
Chris Sharman
Parish Notices Editor
David Singer
Webmaster
Bob Chaplin
Events Co-ordinator
Stuart Black
Club Safeguarding Officer Julie Ingram
Committee Member
Chris Harman
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CVCVC Evening Wednesday 17th November
Motoring Quiz
The CVCVC Quiz
A motoring themed quiz night
17th November @ 8pm prompt
A fun evening, teams of 4 – 6
Hosted by Bob and Janice Chaplin

CVCVC Membership
Club Membership is open to enthusiasts with an interest in
vintage and classic cars and motorbikes. Membership details
can be obtained from Roger Martin .
Website
The Club’s website can be found here:
www.colnevalleycarclub.org.uk on it are pages of club and local
classic car related events. There are links to other relevant sites
and further information. Past copies of the Newsletter can also
be found here.

The CVCVC and Electronic Media
eNewsletters
The majority of members now receive this newsletter, on a
monthly basis, by email. If you receive the black and white copy
by post and would like to receive the full colour edition by email,
for home printing, then please contact Roger Martin.
Electronic mailings
Regular updates are sent out with reminders of lunch meetings
and information on our evening speakers. Additionally, these
include more details of forthcoming club events and activities.
To receive these, please make sure Roger Martin has an up-todate email address for you.
Club Articles
The Newsletter always requires articles, so please forward
details to the editor on your vehicle’s motoring experiences,
event reviews, or restoration and technical stories. New feature
ideas are always welcomed.
December Newsletter
Would you please forward articles by email or post before
Monday 15th November.
Chris Sharman,
DISCLAIMER
The views, opinions and any technical advice printed in this
Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Committee or Editor
and should not be taken as such. The CVCVC accepts no
responsibility for the results of following contributor’s advice.

Future Club Events
CVCVC Annual General Meeting
7.00pm Thursday 21st October
Gt Maplestead Village Hall
Following the popular 2019 pre-AGM buffet, the Committee are
organizing another buffet this year for members prior to the
AGM. The gathering will commence at 7.00pm. Tea and coffee
will be served alongside the complimentary buffet.
The Club’s Annual General Meeting will commence at 8.30pm
This provides an opportunity for members to have an update
from the Committee on how the CVCVC has performed over the
last two years and listen to plans/ideas for the future. There is
also the opportunity for members to raise any issues or
concerns and even suggest ways to improve the Club.

Saints & Sinners - POSTPONED
The CVCVC Autumn Scatter Run Scheduled for
Sunday 24th October has been postponed
In order to maximise the number of entries, George Wilder
has made the decision to postpone the Scatter Rally until
the arrival of longer days and more reliable weather. The
rally will therefore not take place on October 24th. A new
date will be advised early in 2022

Club Evening Wednesday 15th December
Christmas Noggin & Natter
Pre-Christmas meeting at Halstead Football Club, a chance to
have a relaxed chat with fellow members, reflect on this year
and look forward to a “normal” 2022.

Editor’s Filler Space
The Introduction of E10 Fuel
The one monthly motoring journal I subscribe to is Old Bike
Mart, a comprehensive publication covering all aspects of
classic motorcycling, including historic and technical details
sourced from Morton’s in-house archives. The readers letters
are extremely nostalgic for readers of a certain age.
In October’s edition, the Editor Blue Miller, turned his
Editorial to the recent introduction of E10 Ethanol into petrol. I
understood the additive could damage rubber and plastic fuel
lines, but didn’t comprehend the hygroscopic corrosive effect on
metal components, i.e., carburettors, fuel lines, tanks, plus fuel
pumps. Generally, vehicles manufactured before 2012 are
vulnerable to E10 fuel, which includes many everyday vehicles
as well as classics.
It appears one solution is to always keep the fuel tank as
full as possible to reduce moisture forming. (Not currently easy
with today’s fuel shortage). Millers and Wynns, both respectable
companies produce E10 Stabilizers. Have any members tried
these products? There is “Super” 97 Octane E5 petrol available
but I’m not sure if this high-grade fuel is suitable for low
compression engines, as the fuel burns too slow, still burning as
the exhaust valves are opening.
Blue Miller finished his article mentioning that E10 is being
introduced in order to reduce CO2 emissions by 750,000 tonnes
per year, the equivalent of taking up to 350,000 cars of the road.
Yet E10 is actually a less efficient fuel than E5 and so engines
have to burn more of it. Tests have shown that E10 increases
fuel consumption by an average of 3%, which means more
petrol being burned and thus more purchased with the extra
being paid at the pump. And just wait until we get E20 because
that’s coming just down the road…
With acknowledgement to Blue Miller Old Bike Mart

September Midweek Lunchtime
Meeting at the Horse & Groom
Cornish Hall End

It was raining, there was a petrol shortage and the country lanes
were muddy, but these obstacles didn’t stop thirty members
coming to the Midweek Lunchtime meeting at the Horse and
Groom, in the attractive village of Cornish Hall End. The pub
had a warm cosy feel to it and the staff provided a good service
with everyone appearing to enjoy their lunch. There was plenty
of conversation between members, which is always a good
indication. Owner Debbie told me that the pub had been very
busy once Covid restrictions were relaxed, as customers felt
safe visiting the pub with its thoughtfully spaced-out layout.
The day’s adverse conditions kept most classics in their
garages, but a number venture out with their owners, including
former members Rob and Ali Davies with their Morris 1000,
(wisely leaving the Morgan at home).
The one car attracting considerable attention was Chris
Watson’s rare Austin Atlantic A90.
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Jimmy Greaves MBE - Rally Driver
Extraordinaire and Football Legend
Following the sad death of the Spurs and England football
legend at the weekend, the newspapers are full of his
achievements, yes, he was one of the best, but nowhere is any
mention of another of his great loves, Rallying.
Jimmy Greaves was an avid and very competent club rally
driver and navigator with a very quick Mk2 Cortina, Ford pulled
a master-stoke when they got him to partner Tony Fall on the
London to Mexico rally of 1970. They finished in 6th place
overall, survived numerous scrapes including a Kamikaze
horse. Greave’s navigation was spot on and he shared a lot of
the driving. He was also President of West Essex Car Club for
years and not just a President in name only, he actively
competed in many events. I was a WECC member during the
70’s and met him numerous times, I also attended the annual
awards and dinners where his after-dinner speeches were
hilarious affairs and a highlight of the year. A truly great
sportsman.

Bob Chaplin

A very stylish futuristic car for its day, aimed predominantly
at the US market, but costing the equivalent of an up-market
Buick, there were not many customers. With a surplus of 2.6litre engines and running gear, this might have been one of the
reasons Sir Leonard Lord was keen for Austin to manufacture
Donald Healey’s ground-breaking 100 BN1 sports cars.

I was lucky enough to go with my brother in law to “An Evening
with Jimmy Greaves” way back in 2011. The venue in
Edmonton, not far from from Tottenham Spurs Football Ground
had a full house, not surprising really. Jimmy’s talk was mostly
about his football playing days, he was an expert speaker and
the evening just flew. His transfer in 1970 from Tottenham to
West Ham, orchestrated by manager Bill Nicholson still rankled
with Jimmy.
After retiring from professional football, he joined local clubs
– Brentwood Town, Chelmsford City, Barnet and Woodford
Town before hanging his boots up.
Who can forget “Saint & Greavsie” Jimmy Greaves and Ian
St John presented their double act sports/football chat show on
ITV Satuday Lunchtime from 1985 -1992. Ed

Guess the Car

Other classics parked on the forecourt included Si Holder’s
Austin A30, Graham O’Connor’s Fiat Coupe, James Portway’s
Jaguar E-Type 2+2, Roger Martin’s MGF, Brian Gibson’s MG
TF, Joe Hylton’s Rover P6 2000. Apologies for any members
classics omitted.
An enjoyable lunchtime meeting requiring a return visit.
Chris Sharman
The Kings Head in Pebmarsh is the October Midweek
Lunchtime Meet Up venue.

A really rare pre-war tourer, any ideas? A few clues - Made
by a motorcycle manufacturer and powered by an engine
made by a race engine manufacturer! Answers to the
Editor.

September Club
Evening
Talk by
Rosemary
Smith Hosted
by
Michael
Hipperson
Michael Hipperson gave an excellent Club August Evening Talk
on his life with exotic classic cars. last month following an
introduction by Stuart Black, he took the Club floor again, to act
as host to a very special guest speaker, Rosemary Smith. An
international rally/racing driver who has been competing in cars
of all descriptions since the 1960s with remarkable success.
Rosemary had flown in from Dublin during the late
afternoon with airport delays, but with Michael acting as
chauffeur she arrived at the Halstead Football Club with time to
spare to chat to members and sign copies of her book “Driven”.
Michael introduced Rosemary to members and with
Rosemary’s extensive portfolio, the presentation would feature
selected Rallies and the Renault Formula One track day.

1965 Tulip Rally
The 2900km rally started from Noordwijk in the Netherlands,
continued into Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany and France
before returning to Noordwijk. Rosemary with co-driver Valerie
Domleo drove a works Hillman Imp 998cc. her teammates were
Peter Harper and Peter Riley in Sunbeam Tigers, with ‘Tiny’ Ian
Lewis in another Imp. Rosemary mentioned her Imp felt like a
toy compared to the Tigers and AH 3000s.
The actor Richard Burton flagged of the competitors, the
normal mild Spring weather was replaced by snow and mud
causing havoc with the large heavy cars. Rosemary’s imp with
its rear engine drive and lightweight ploughed through the
adverse conditions, although on one mountain section Valerie
Domleo had to sit on the boot to give the Imp extra traction for
many kilometres, resulting in serious exposure to her.
After arriving back at
Noordwijk,
the
pair
returned to their hotel
room, cold, exhausted
and needing sleep. Much
later
Peter
Harper
knocked on their door
and excitedly informed
them they had won the
Tulip
Rally
outright.
Richard
Burton
and
Elizabeth Taylor were
staying in the same hotel
and sent Rosemary a
bouquet of flowers and a
congratulations
letter.
Winning Tulip Imp

Shell 4000 Rally
1966 Vancouver to Quebec. Most competitors were driving
large cars, Rosemary was driving a Hillman Imp with co-driver
Anne Coombe, the Imp had an advantage driving on the
mountain roads with tight hairpin bends. Rosemary’s only
complaint with Anne, was her wellington boots worn all the time,
becoming increasingly smelly as the rally progressed. They
were useful once when the car was trapped in water.
Rosemary mentioned her previous career was dress
designing and modelling and had no engineering knowledge, so
she had a crash course on Imp mechanics from Des O’Dell
Rootes head mechanic. He also colour-coded wires and listed
engine components for ease of assembly with instruction sheets
stuck to the inside of the rear engine lid. The teams were only
allowed fifteen minutes at the end of each day to carryout
essential repairs. Rosemary was instructed to park the Imp in

4 the security compound with the rear of the car facing the fence
for ‘late unofficial maintenance on the engine!’

By-passing the marooned competitors. The Imp finished
eighth, plus first in class
The following year, 93 cars left Vancouver with 43 reaching
Montreal. Rosemary and Anne encountered thick mud, rain and
snow, deep water and a four-foot drop off the road damaging
the front suspension. Rosemary drove on slowly, meeting up
with Des O’Dell who found an old barn to carryout unofficial
repairs. Inside was another women’s team, also carrying out
repairs to their Plymouth, so no reporting misconduct from either
team!
The Imp repairs were not perfect but good enough to reach
Montreal, with Rosemary winning a Coupe des Dames and 13th
place overall.
RAC Rally
Rosemary competed in three RAC Rallies and mentioned that
during the sixties many Grand Prix drivers also competed in
these events. In 1966
Rosemary with codriver Valerie Domleo
finished 14th, with Jim
Clark, Graham Hill
plus
many
other
professional
drives
having to retire.
RAC Scotch Corner
Break - Rosemary
feeding chips to Jim
Clark

Coupe des Alpes (Alpine Rally) 1967
Rosemary drove in
many Alpine Rallies, a
punishing rally for cars
and
competitors,
narrow
mountain
roads
with
sheer
drops over the sides.
On one section a rear
wheel and stub axle
broke away from the
Imp. the doughnut
drive shaft had broken. A friendly farmer managed a repair with
nails and bits of metal to jamb the wheel and shaft in place,
enabling the Imp to limp into Cannes.
The Rootes mechanics salvaged the bodged repair and
had the pieces plated and mounted on a mahogany base and
this “trophy” was presented to Rosemary at the Autumn
Mechanics Dinner.

Peter Proctor
Rosemary mentioned that there was some resentment from a
number of her male competitors, until she started to win
consistently, but Peter Proctor always gave her encouragement
from the beginning, in fact he knew with better works cars,
Rosemary would have had greater success, Sadly Peter’s
racing career ended in 1966 following a racing accident where
he received terrible burns, but fortunately he survived.
Rosemary’s motor sport stories to continue next month. Ed.

Retro Jaguar MKII (Ford based S-Type) the
model that saved Jaguar - The story
continues

During the last Club Evening, I was discussing the Jaguar SType with our Ford Historian Stuart Black and he correctly
informed me that the S-Type didn’t share the Scorpio platform,
which was based on a stretched Sierra platform.
Chris Sharman

5 Apart from the S-Type and its successor the Mk1 XF., the only
other car to use the DEW98 platform was the low volume retro
styled recreation of the Ford Thunderbird.

Kind regards Stuart Black

Stuart continues the story with Ford’s shared platforms and
running gear

Hyland’s Park Motorfest

Hello Chris
I wondered why you were discussing the S Type and DEW
platform with me at the Club Night and I've now read your
interesting article.
As I mentioned to you, the S Type had no connection with
the DE1 Scorpio/Granada platform. The Scorpio was
engineered on an extended version of the Sierra platform which
hampered its appearance from launch. Investment savings
required the use of the Sierra rear axle and this initially resulted
in a design that didn't offer enough space for rear passengers
versus Sierra. The designers re-worked the rear of the model,
widening the body but retaining the carry over axle and narrow
track. Consequently, the DE1 Scorpio/Granada always had a
rather fat, over-bodied stance at the rear. The Ford designer
Patrick Le Quement wasn't happy with the finished design and
famously commented, "Now we have those tiny wheels hiding
away, you'd look into the wheel arch and shout "hello, hello, is
there anybody there?""
As an aside you may remember that the 1985
Scorpio/Granada was going to be called "Lugano". Badges had
been tooled and all of the sales materials and brochures printed
before Ford of Britain had cold feet at the last minute. The midsize car name change from Cortina to Sierra still haunted them
and they insisted on keeping the Granada name going. All the
materials were pulped and the car was launched confusingly as
Granada in the UK, Scorpio in LHD markets (which was the
car's development codename before DE1) and then a strange,
half-hearted badging of the top of the range model as Granada
Scorpio in Britain only. In 1995, that anomaly was tidied up and
the bug-eyed facelift was badged Scorpio in all markets.
As for the S Type, it's often written that it was based on a
Ford US platform and this conjures up images of unwieldy
barges like the Ford Crown Victoria, America's favourite police
car at the time. In fact, as you rightly say, the S Type was
engineered on the DEW98 platform. This was a bespoke rear
wheel drive platform created for Ford's luxury division Lincoln
and the new LS sedan. The LS was quite a high cost,
sophisticated car and the team benchmarked the design versus
the BMW 5 Series and Mercedes E Class to ensure the
dynamics were competitive with premium offerings. The LS was
well received by the press and was voted Motor Trend Car of
the Year in 2000. Production ended in 2006 after 263,000 units
were sold.

As our grandson Oliver wanted to go to the Motorfest at
Hyland’s Park we were asked if we wanted to go as well, a day
out with the grandchildren! we jumped at the offer. After being
cancelled due to the Covid situation the event finally took place
on the 4th September. A really enjoyable day, very well
organized, and plenty to see and do. The Monster trucks were
the obvious stars of the day, again very professional and the
kids of all ages motorcycle display team were also good fun.
One of the cars
taking part in the vehicle
display was this, George
Ansell’s superbly restored
BRISCA F1 Stock Car
from the late 60’s early
70’’s. George won the F1
championship in this car,
hence the gold roof. It is
powered by a Pontiac
Chieftain engine and was
in its day a very fast car.
George had a distinct
upright driving style and
certainly ‘took no prisoners’. My grandfather introduced me to
Speedway and Stock Car racing back in the mid 60’s at circuits
like West Ham, Walthamstow and Harringay. At the start of the
70’s the BRISCA cars even raced on a circuit formed by
Paddock and Druids bends at Brands Hatch with huge crowds
attending, that was until the Banger boys turned up and ruined
things. Seeing the car certainly brought back the memories.
Drivers such as Chick Woodroffe, Jim Esau, Ellis Ford, great
racing, spectacular and very noisy.
Bob Chaplin

Bits & Pieces
Holden Vintage and Classic acquired by SNG Barratt
Holden have been supplying a comprehensive range of classic
motor components for over thirty years and recently were
acquired by the SNG Barratt Group, an independent
manufacturer and supplier of classic Jaguar parts and
accessories. The classic car industry appears to be less of a
“Cottage Industry” each year. A sign of the time perhaps.
I have purchased items from Holden in the past and found
them a very good company to deal with. May it continue under
the umbrella of SNG Barratt. Ed

Alvis Cars – The Continuation Series
For some time now the Alvis Car Company have been
manufacturing 4.3-litre pre-war models and 3-litre post-war Park
Ward Drop-Head, Graber Super Coupe and Cabriolet models.
All constructed from original components. Each car takes 4,0005,000 hours to make – cost from £250,000. Sound expensive,
but an alternative to a classic Aston Martin, Rolls or Bentley.

Coast to Coast by MGA
Back in 2012 an MGA enthusiast by the name of Brooke
Midgley organised a tour for a small group of MGAs to
circumnavigate Mont Blanc by way of the high passes such as
the Grand St Bernard that border France, Italy and Switzerland.
I participated in this tour and learned that Brooke, a
Yorkshireman, also had the ambition of driving his MGA as
close as possible to the Cumbria to Yorkshire 'Coast to Coast'
walk route from St Bees to Robin Hoods Bay that was
popularised by fell walker Alfred Wainwright in 1973.
Sadly, Brooke died in 2017 without achieving this ambition
but friend and fellow Yorkshireman Stuart Mumby organised
such a trip as a tribute to Brooke in September 2021. I
participated in this event too, as did all the other Mont Blanc
participants.
So, six MGA crews (and a Peugeot in lieu of an MGA
without a working clutch) duly met up at the Seacote Hotel on
the back of the beach at St Bees in the shadow of St Bees Head
ready for the start. In fact, Ann had never been to the Lake
District before so we arrived a day early so, I could give her a
whistle-stop tour of the Coniston and Windermere areas
including, of course, a ride on the little Windermere car-ferry.
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After lunch we set off up the Kirkstone Pass, subsequently
dropping down to enjoy the drive north alongside Ullswater.
Then we turned south once more at Pooley Bridge and made
our way via Shap to our overnight stop at the spanking new
hotel at the M6 Tebay Services, conveniently also accessible
from the adjacent country lanes that we were driving.

Scandal Beck Ford
The following morning, we continued our journey eastwards,
leaving Cumbria for Yorkshire, although the Westmorland signs
are still there in places, and took rural roads to Kirkby Stephen.
After this we headed south-east to Keld, passing the turning to
Ravenseat, location of the 'Our Yorkshire Farm' hit TV series.
No need to detour on this occasion as I had visited Ravenseat
back in 2018 when I met celebrity shepherdess Amanda Owen,
elder daughter Raven, son Reuben and some of the other
children. In fact, Reuben was very interested in my MGA on that
occasion and asked to inspect the engine before I gave him a
ride.
Things went a bit awry shortly afterwards as our tour leader
lost his way on his own route and, like lemmings, we all followed
his car along a progressively narrower lane across the moors
until we ended up in a farmyard!

Waiting for Windermere Ferry
Our coast-to-coast route first took us towards Ennerdale Bridge
where signs of a road closure and diversion threatened to
interrupt progress, but we decided to ignore the sign as they are
often put up days before any work and left for days afterwards.
After a few miles we paused by an Openreach van and asked
the driver if he thought that we could get through, to which he
replied, "The road closure is for me but I haven't started work
yet so on you go". Result!
We then looped north to take in the scenic lakes of
Loweswater, Crummock Water and Buttermere followed by the
climb up the Honister Pass at the top of which is the Honister
slate mine visitor centre. Here we rested the MGAs and enjoyed
a coffee.

Cul-de -sac to Farm at Ivelet
Swapping the routebook for global positioning technology we
soon figured out where we actually were and then successfully
made our way to Gunnerside and our coffee stop at Reeth,
albeit having to open and close a farm gate across one road
along the way.

Crummock Water View
After this we dropped down to Borrowdale, skirted Derwent
Water to Keswick and then cruised south along the banks of
Thirlmere and Grasmere to Ambleside, where a welcome lunch
was consumed.

Gate closing on Gunnerside Road

As always on these trips one passes through villages with
amazing names that one has never heard of and as we
meandered our way across the North Yorkshire moors, we
lunched at one called Ingleby Arncliffe and then passed though
or by places such as Chop Gate and Fryup. We also passed by
the Young Ralph Cross; historic symbol of this National Park
high on the moors.
We were beginning to lose daylight when we finally reached
Robin Hoods Bay and the village that bears its name but,
nonetheless, walked all the way down the steep and narrow
street to the quayside ramp with the North Sea lapping at the
bottom. Coast to coast route successfully completed, hooray.

MGA at Robin Hoods Bay
Sadly, one MGA didn't make it. The recently acquired TwinCam of one of our team 'failed to proceed' when its electronic
ignition failed. The immediate advice from all was to revert to
old-fashioned contact breaker points, which whilst less precise
seem to be far more reliable and can also easily be replaced at
the roadside, albeit not so easily in the cramped engine-bay of a
Twin Cam.
We had timed the coast-to-coast event to coincide with the
main Autumn weekend event of the MG Car Club's MGA
Register so after a day on our own sightseeing the likes of
Whitby Abbey and Flamborough Head, Ann and I joined more
than fifty other MGA crews for a weekend touring South
Yorkshire and Humberside, together with an enjoyable gala
dinner.
Less enjoyably, this c.1200-mile round trip also coincided
with the fuel delivery crisis, during which I proved my MGA
would run fine on a 50:50 mix of E10 and E5 fuels and could
easily complete the journey home from Hull to Earls Colne on
less than a tankful. And did you know that the Humber Bridge
toll is still only £1.50? Me neither. Now that is value for money.
Roger Martin
October 2021

2021 Cento Miglia Run - Reviews
Photos to view on the CVCVC Website Gallery
Stuart Black - Thanked Jeremy and Carole Field for all the hard
work that they put in to make the Cento such a successful day.
The organisation, route and stops were all excellent. I've
attached some photos of the start at Hennessey's, coffee halt at
the Pakenham windmill with my Mustang and Chris and Angie
Davis's Healey plus a couple at the Kersey Mill lunch stop.
The finish was at Flatford Mill but I don't have any photos
(the cars were distributed apart in the main car park, so not
much opportunity).
Hopefully, there are plenty more from other sources.
Roger Martin - It started at the Hennesey Lifestyle farm shop
cafe south of Bury St Edmunds. Entitled a Miller's Trail, it
actually took place some seventeen months after the original
planned date due to the Covid lockdowns.
26 cars commenced the run, possibly due to the fuel
delivery crisis there were some no-shows and I for one, used
my MGF as it had more fuel in it than my MGB that I had
originally entered. Stuart came in his new Mustang as his Austin
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modern MG TF instead of Brian's MGB. The first leg of the
event wound its way through country lanes west of Bury to a
coffee stop at Pakenham Mill, participants having to answer
clues along the way. After coffee our route looped south to
Lavenham and then took in the Kersey Ford before lunch at
Kersey Mill. Many entrants brought picnics and, luckily, the
sunshine came out in time for this.
The final leg took us down to Bures and then due east to
the finish at Flatford Mill where, again, the sun shone for our
cuppas in the cafe and the announcement of the winner. In fact,
two teams tied for the top slot having correctly answered all the
questions. These were George Wilder and Susie CVCVC plus
Paul and Alison Weston CCCBSE. A tie breaker question 'when
was Britain's first windfarm constructed?' decided Paul & Alison
as the winners.

8 around very heavy batteries. The opportunities with synthetic
fuels to maintain existing engine technologies, the retail
infrastructure and provide an energy dense fuel for planes and
ships are immense. For motorsport nuts like myself we can
hope that, in order to springboard and showcase synthetic fuel
development, F1 and other top series like World Rally and
World Endurance will declare their desire to run synthetic fuels
and prepare a timeframe for its introduction and a framework of
fuel regulations and that the fuel companies rush in with
sponsorship for the sport!!
Kind regards
Roger Allen

Gordon’s Goings On, November 2021

Cento Miglia photos from Stuart Black, Roger Martin and
Peter Birchett are available to view on the Colne Valley Car
Club Website Galley

Members Letters
Dear Chris
CVCCC - THE ELECTRIFICATION DEBATE
I'm reading much these days about increased transport
electrification as we head towards bans on petrol and diesel
engined car sales. So where will that leave our beloved classic
cars? I guess we assume that there will be niche petrol and
diesel suppliers albeit at a higher cost.
In motorsport, I’m a huge fan of the noise and complexity of
the internal combustion engine and I fully support the desires to
push forward technically and ecologically however I believe that
the sporting entertainment in motorsport must be maintained
and I worry that electrification will not supply that.
No less of an authority than renowned car designer Gordon
Murray recently wrote that he felt that electrification is
proceeding way faster than current battery technology will allow.
When I was told that some Audi electric cars carry around
700kg in batteries alone I could see his point!
However, there is a solution staring us firmly in the face! I
firmly believe that, in the short to medium term, synthetic fuels
are a key to the future. It would mean that millions of IC engines
and the associated infrastructure of pumps and distribution
could be retained. Such liquid fuels could be designed to be free
of high emissions and carbon neutral. The fuel can be supplied
to road cars old and new, planes and ships as well. We are
already part way there with the addition of increased amounts of
ethanol with E10 fuel. Maybe the sums of electrification costs
versus synthetics would add up especially if the synthetics are
carbon neutral. VW are already going down this road with
investment in a plant to produce synthetic fuels.
So, research and development of carbon neutral synthetic
fuels is progressing, some I hear from atmospheric carbon
capture. For me, if those fuels can be produced economically,
then that could be the saviour in so many current IC engine
applications, not only road cars and trucks but motorsport and
classic cars as well. I certainly cannot see planes carting around
range and payload inhibiting batteries but with ships there's
always the nuclear option.
No doubt, synthetic fuel is of great interest to the fuel
companies to protect their future and their investment in plant
and sales infrastructure. There’s a big possibility that many
would want to showcase their products and invest in motorsport.
Where better to showcase such fuels than F1 where we can
also maintain the entertainment value and investment in highly
efficient hybrid IC engines.
For our classic cars we might be paying more for these
fuels and we might need to invest in changes to fuel system
plumbing but given our relatively low mileages the costs could
be bearable.
My conclusion is that electrification has its place but
currently there are major limitations in range and having to cart

Hard to imagine that the country would be queuing up for fuel in
this day and age. Once again, the “Great British” public were
able to demonstrate just how selfish they have become. Just by
chance, we were thinking of making a trip to Preston on the
Friday when it all started and I filled the Passat on the Thursday
evening before! As it turned out, with eight grandchildren all in
education, it was inevitable that we had a phone call to say one
was having to isolate because of a close contact, which put paid
to that trip. What a smart move to abandon masks!
Still, I’m sure you will have all managed to get some fuel.
My strategy is to keep the tanks full over winter and keep the
variations in temperature in the garage as small as possible and
keep taking them out for a drive whenever you can.
You will probably notice that E10 fuel is now the “regular
unleaded” and E5 is now “super unleaded”. Esso are keeping
some unleaded fuel for sale but for how long remains to be
seen.
Still, Boris says everything is OK so we will all be fine. By
the time you read this we will know if he was telling the truth, or
if he meant everything will be ok for some of us and not others.
Its bad news for our farmers again and we shouldn’t forget
that the same person whose computer modelling caused over
seven million cattle to be slaughtered unnecessarily over foot
and mouth years ago, hundreds of farmers put out of business
and many suicides, is still being listened to for his predictions
about the covid crisis some twenty years on!
It’s becoming increasingly clear that the energy crisis is
going to make this country uncompetitive in the world economy
and easier for countries like China to dominate. Container ships
carrying 24,000 containers is an indication of their ambition.
Should electrification of a “Classic Car” be a criminal
offence?
You know winter is on the way, with one headlight cars and
vans, windscreen washing without looking in the mirror, (you
can’t beat having your visor covered by screen wash!),
aggressive cyclists with piercing white lights with no dipping
mechanism, (with no legislation for their control) and no mirrors.
We managed a daytime motorcycle ride in September and
hope to get a couple in each month over winter, weather
permitting. Our club nights are still very popular and we are
lucky that the landlord of The Alma, Copford, makes us
welcome and reserves an area for us. I do go along just to show
my face in case any of the members think I’m not doing my bit in
running it! Our Pre 65 Scramblers have their last meeting this
month as the land for their events is getting scarce. It’s a really
good day out as a marshal and a spectator and is a truly
national competition, and we are lucky to have some meetings
in Essex and Suffolk.
I do apologise for not attending the CVCVC club nights and
I was sorry to see George’s run was cancelled. Let’s hope
things improve for next year.
Gardening and house maintenance have been the priority
for the last few weeks. Getting the greenhouse cleared ready for
over-wintering the plants that don’t like the frost, and checking
the heaters and thermostats, (and in the garage) is clearly
important. I have fallen behind with motorsport on TV, but it’s
looking like all the major world championships are coming to
exciting conclusions, even without spectators at the circuits.
Let’s hope we can get to some races in 2022.
Gordon Levett

